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RateTiger Shopper
Price Intelligence | Business Analytics 



Did you know ?
Hoteliers update their rates up to 10 times a day to 
secure occupancy levels.



Business Intelligence =  Understanding Marketplace 

What are your competitors 
charging for their properties?

Where are you placed in relation to 
your competitive set across channels? 

When are they changing rates or 
deviating for rate compliances?

How can you efficiently leverage 
rates to your best advantage?



Introducing all New RateTiger Shopper

The benchmark of Price Intelligence



Review 
marketplace

Shopper – real-time competitive rate 
intelligence

RateTiger Shopper is a comprehensive yet easy-to-use hotel rate intelligence solution enabling hotels to monitor 
and analyze rate strategy of the competitive set  across multiple hotel websites, third-party sales channels and 

online travel agents (OTA).

Identify rate 
movement

Shop multiple 
parameters

Monitor your 
competitors

Real-time rate 
data to support 

room pricing 
decisions

View gross, net 
or on-site rate on 

different date 
range and 

parameters

Rate change 
report to identify 

competitors’ 
room rate 
changes

Monitor 
competitor rate 
movement and 

closed-out dates 
on OTAs



RateTiger Shopper Process Flow
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Shop for multiple nights as well as 
multiple room types at one go.

Gain valuable insights 
into market prices



❖ Monitor competitor’s price.
❖ Analyse competitor’s price 

movements including closed and 
open dates.

Rule the market - stay 
on top of competition



❖ Retain rate integrity by having same 
room rates across brand website, 
OTAs, metasearch, GDSs etc.

❖ Manage reports up to 90 days at a 
go

Rate parity made easy



View gross, net or on-site rate on 
different date ranges and 
parameters.

Compare 
apple-to-apple



99.9% product uptime

Global data center

400+ XML Connectivity

We’re proven, reliable and secure

Payment & Data Security, GDPR 
Compliant



www.ratetiger.com

Thanks for watching!

sales@erevmax.com

mailto:sales@erevmax.com
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